
Fred Wesley Wentworth arrived in Paterson in 
1888 after graduating from Dartmouth. He was 
a sixth generation American from a distinguished 
New Hampshire family. Wentworth lived and  
practiced architecture in Paterson throughout 
a long and productive career and his years of 
practice coincided with tremendous growth and 
development in Paterson. Wentworth was widely 
recognized during his life and received many 
awards and honors including being named a  
Fellow in the American Institute of Architects. 

While his practice included buildings throughout 
New Jersey and the northeast, most of his work is 
in various neighborhoods of Paterson and includes 
a wide range of property types including grand 
homes, major factories, churches, synagogues, 
hospitals, social institutions, and various other 
building types. 

FREDWESLEYWENTWORTH

The architecture of  
Fred Wesley Wentworth  

Downtown Paterson, New Jersey

Walking Tour

What You Will See on This Walking Tour
This Walking Tour focuses on Wentworth’s  
Downtown projects. Another is planned for  
Wentworth’s residential and institutional work  
on Paterson’s Eastside. 

The tour starts out with Wentworth’s commercial  
buildings and this work has tragic origins. In  
1902, a horrible fire destroyed a major portion of 
downtown with some loss of life and tremendous 
destruction of property. The City leaders were  
determined to rebuild quickly and over the  
following years Wentworth was engaged to  
design numerous buildings in the fire ravaged 
areas. The buildings along Ellison and Main Street 
on this tour were designed post fire, in the years 
between 1904 and the 1920s. 

After walking through the commercial area of 
downtown, the tour will visit several institutional 
buildings. In the 1890s, Wentworth’s career 
received a lift when he was named Supervising 
Architect for the construction of a new Post  
Office and Court House. These two commissions  
in radically different architectural styles were  
completed successfully in the years between  
1892 and 1900.

Finally, we are introduced to Wentworth’s most 
significant client. As time developed, Wentworth 
developed a relationship with Jacob Fabian,  
an immigrant entrepreneur and pioneer in the  
development of the moving picture industry.  
Beginning in 1914, Wentworth and Fabian  
collaborated on buildings at the core of the  
downtown, the Fabian Theatre and the Alexander 
Hamilton Hotel.  

Credit: The Fred Wesley Wentworth Walking tour is a project by  
Richard E. Polton with support from the Koar George Fund of the  
Paterson Historic Preservation Commission and assistance from  
the Passaic County Community College. Polton is a Paterson native 
intent on fostering an appreciation of the architectural and cultural  
history of Paterson. 

Polton can be reached at repolton@aol.com, or at Value  
Research Group, LLC, 301 South Livingston Avenue, Suite 104, 
Livingston, NJ 07039   973 422 9800

www.fredwesleywentworth.com



Press Guardian 
Venetian style, home 
of a major Paterson 
newspaper 

YMHA 
Built under the  
leadership of  
Jacob Fabian.

Hamilton Club
32 Church Street.  
Start tour here. Not  
a Wentworth design,  
but a major part of 
Wentworth’s social  
and business life. 

Fabian Theatre
Alexander Hamilton  
Hotel 
The center of commercial 
life in Paterson for forty  
years. Masterful site 
planning.
 

Original Masonic 
Temple
Survived 1902 fire.  
English gothic revival

 

Alexander Hamilton  
Parking Garage 
(demolished) 
Wentworth received 
a patent for ramping 
system 

Court House 
1902. Classic Revival 
Wentworth supervised 
construction
 

Walton 
Commercial emporium, 

home of Bickfords

Gerstley 
Opened in 1913.  

Modernistic design

622 Main 
Second Wentworth 

building on site.  
Built in 1920.

Elbow 
Built in 1913 with large 
expansive fenestration 

on steel frame

Kitay 
Mixed use, articulated 
verticality, built in the 

1920s

Regent Theatre 
(demolished)  

First major project  
with Fabian.  

Spectacular success. 
Opened onto alley

Post Office 
1892 design. Wentworth 
supervised construction. 

Dutch revival.


